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This New Economy

No one can escape the transforming fire of machines. Technology, which
once progressed at the periphery of culture, now engulfs our minds as
well as our lives. Is it any wonder that technology triggers such intense
fascination, fear, and rage?
One by one, each of the things that we care about in life is touched
by science and then altered. Human expression, thought, communication, and even human life have been infiltrated by high technology. As
each realm is overtaken by complex techniques, the usual order is inverted, and new rules established. The mighty tumble, the once confident are left desperate for guidance, and the nimble are given a chance
to prevail.
But while the fast-forward technological revolution gets all the headlines these days, something much larger is slowly turning beneath it.
Steadily driving the gyrating cycles of cool technogadgets and gottahaves is an emerging new economic order. The geography of wealth is
being reshaped by our tools. We now live in a new economy created by
shrinking computers and expanding communications.
This new economy represents a tectonic upheaval in our commonwealth, a far more turbulent reordering than mere digital hardware has
produced. The new economic order has its own distinct opportunities
and pitfalls. If past economic transformations are any guide, those who
play by the new rules will prosper, while those who ignore them will
not. We have seen only the beginnings of the anxiety, loss, excitement,
and gains that many people will experience as our world shifts to a new
highly technical planetary economy.
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This new economy has three distinguishing characteristics: It is
global. It favors intangible things—ideas, information, and relationships. And it is intensely interlinked. These three attributes produce a
new type of marketplace and society, one that is rooted in ubiquitous
electronic networks.
Networks have existed in every economy. What’s different now is
that networks, enhanced and multiplied by technology, penetrate our
lives so deeply that “network” has become the central metaphor around
which our thinking and our economy are organized. Unless we can understand the distinctive logic of networks, we can’t profit from the economic transformation now under way.
New Rules for the New Economy lays out ten essential dynamics of
this emerging financial order. These rules are fundamental principles
that are hardwired into this new territory, and that apply to all businesses and industries, not just high-tech ones. Think of the principles
outlined in this book as rules of thumb.
Like any rules of thumb they aren’t infallible. Instead, they act as
beacons charting out general directions. They are designed to illuminate deep-rooted forces that will persist into the first half of the next
century. These ten laws attempt to capture the underlying principles
that shape our new economic environment, rather than chase current
short-term business trends.
The key premise of this book is that the principles governing the
world of the soft—the world of intangibles, of media, of software, and
of services—will soon command the world of the hard—the world of
reality, of atoms, of objects, of steel and oil, and the hard work done
by the sweat of brows. Iron and lumber will obey the laws of software,
automobiles will follow the rules of networks, smokestacks will comply
with the decrees of knowledge. If you want to envision where the future
of your industry will be, imagine it as a business built entirely around
the soft, even if at this point you see it based in the hard.
Of course, all the mouse clicks in the world can’t move atoms in
real space without tapping real energy, so there are limits to how far the
soft will infiltrate the hard. But the evidence everywhere indicates that
the hard world is irreversibly softening. Therefore one can gain a huge
advantage simply by riding this conversion. To stay ahead, you chiefly
need to understand how the soft world works—how networks pros-
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per and grow, how interfaces control attention, how plentitude drives
value—and then apply those principles to the hard world of now.
The tricks of the intangible trade will become the tricks of your
trade.
The new economy deals in wispy entities such as information, relationships, copyright, entertainment, securities, and derivatives. The U.S.
economy is already demassifying, drifting toward these intangibles. The
creations most in demand from the United States (those exported) lost
50% of their physical weight per dollar of value in only six years. The
disembodied world of computers, entertainment, and telecommunications is now an industry larger than any of the old giants of yore,
such as construction, food products, or automobile manufacturing. This
new information-based sector already occupies 15% of the total U.S.
economy.
Yet digital bits, stock options, copyright, and brands have no measurable economic shape. What is the unit of software: Floppy disks?
Lines of code? Number of programs? Number of features? Economists
are baffled. Walter Wriston, former chairman of Citicorp, likes to grumble that federal economists can tell us exactly how many left-handed
cowboys are employed each year, yet have no idea how many software
programs are in use. The dials on our economic dashboard have started
spinning wildly, blinking and twittering as we head into new territory.
It’s possible the gauges are all broken, but it is much more likely the
world is turning upside down.
Remember GM? In the 1950s business reporters were infatuated with
General Motors. GM was the paragon of industrial progress. It not only
made cars, it made America. GM was the richest company on earth. To
many intelligent observers, GM was the future of business in general. It
was huge, and bigger was better. It was stable and paternal, providing
lifetime employment. It controlled all parts of its vast empire, ensuring quality and high profits. GM was the best, and when the pundits
looked ahead 40 years they imagined all successful companies would be
like GM.
How ironic that ever since the future has arrived, GM is now the
counter example. Today, if your company is like GM, it’s in deep trou-
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ble. Instead, pundits point to Microsoft. Microsoft is the role model.
It is the highest-valued company on Earth. It produces intangibles. It
rides the logic of standards. Its sky-high stock valuation reflects the new
productivity. So we look ahead and say: In 40 years all companies will
be like Microsoft.
History would suggest this is a bad bet. The obvious lesson is that we
tend to project the future from what’s fashionable at present. Right now
software and entertainment companies are very profitable, so we assume
they are role models. Brad DeLong, an economist at UC Berkeley, has
a handy theory of economic history. He says that various sectors of
economy wax and wane in prominence like movie stars. The history
of the American economy can be seen as a parade of “heroic” industries that first appear on the scene as unknowns, then heroically “save”
the economy by doing economic miracles, and for a time are treated
as economic stars. In the 1900s, the automobile industry was heroic:
There was incredible innovation, many, many car company upstarts, incredible productivity. It was a wild and exciting time. But then the heroism died away and the auto industry became big, monolithic, boring,
and hugely profitable. In DeLong’s view, the latest heroic savior is the
information, communication, and entertainment complex. Businesses
in the realm of software and communications are now valorous: They
pull successes out of a hat, stack up unending innovation, and perform
economic miracles. Long live computers!
There is a lot of common sense to DeLong’s view of heroic industry.
Just because Microsoft is heroic now, doesn’t mean all companies will
follow their lead and replicate intellectual property on floppy disks with
a profit margin of 90%. No doubt many, many companies in the future
will not resemble Microsoft at all. Somebody has to fix the plugged toilets of the world, somebody has to build houses, somebody has to drive
the trucks hauling our milk.
Even Wired magazine, mouthpiece of the digital revolution—where I
serve as one of the editors—does not approach the ideal of an intangible company. Wired is located smack in the middle of an old-fashioned
downtown city, and in one year turns 8 million pounds (or 48 railway
cars) of dried tree pulp, and 330,000 pounds of bright colored ink into
hard copies of the magazine. A lot of atoms are involved.
So how can we make the claim that all businesses in the world
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will be reshaped by advances in chips and glass fibers and spectrum?
What makes this particular technological advance so special? Why is
the business hero of this moment so much more important than its
recent predecessors?
Because communication—which in the end is what the digital technology and media are all about—is not just a sector of the economy.
Communication is the economy.
This vanguard is not about computers. Computers are over. Most of
the consequences that we can expect from computers as stand-alone
machines have already happened. They have sped up our lives, and
made managing words, numbers, and pixels quite extraordinary, but
they have not had much more effect beyond that.
The new economy is about communication, deep and wide. All the
transformations suggested in this book stem from the fundamental way
we are revolutionizing communications. Communication is the foundation of society, of our culture, of our humanity, of our own individual
identity, and of all economic systems. This is why networks are such a
big deal. Communication is so close to culture and society itself that
the effects of technologizing it are beyond the scale of a mere industrial-sector cycle. Communication, and its ally computers, is a special
case in economic history. Not because it happens to be the fashionable
leading business sector of our day, but because its cultural, technological, and conceptual impacts reverberate at the root of our lives.
Certain technologies (such as the integrated circuit chip) spur innovation and novelty in other technologies; these catalysts are called
“enabling technologies.” Occasionally an economic sector will leverage power and accelerate the advance of other sectors in an economy.
These can be thought of as “enabling sectors.” Computer chips and
communication networks have produced a sector of an economy that is
transforming all the other sectors.
Only a relatively small number of people have ever been directly
employed in the world of finance. Yet ever since the days of the Venetian bankers, financial innovations such as mortgages, insurance, venture funding, stocks, checks, credit cards, mutual funds, to name only
a few, have completely reshaped our economy. They have enabled the
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rise of corporations, of market capitalism, of the industrial age, and
much more. Unlike many previous heroic industries such as the electrical power industry or the chemical industry, this small sector has influenced how all business is done, and how we structure our lives.
As tremendous as the influence of financial inventions have been,
the influence of network inventions will be as great, or greater.
It took several billion years on Earth for unicellular life to evolve.
And it took another billion years or so for that single-celled life to evolve
multicellular arrangements—each cell touching a few cells near it to
make a living spherical organism. At first, the sphere was the only form
multicellular life could take because its cells had to be near one another to coordinate their functions. After another billion years, life eventually evolved the first cellular neuron—a thin strand of tissue—which
enabled two cells to communicate over a distance. With that single
enabling innovation, the variety of life boomed. With neurons, life no
longer had to remain bounded in a blob. It was possible to arrange cells
into almost any shape, size, and function. Butterflies, orchids, and kangaroos all became possible. Life quickly exploded in a million different
unexpected ways, into fantastic awesome varieties, until wonderful life
was everywhere.
Silicon chips linked into high-bandwidth channels are the neurons
of our culture. Until this moment, our economy has been in the
multicellular stage. Our industrial age has required each customer or
company to almost physically touch one another. Our firms and organizations resemble blobs. Now, by the enabling invention of silicon
and glass neurons, a million new forms are possible. Boom! An infinite
variety of new shapes and sizes of social organizations are suddenly
possible. Unimaginable forms of commerce can now coalesce in this
new economy. We are about to witness an explosion of entities built on
relationships and technology that will rival the early days of life on Earth
in their variety.
In the future very few companies will look like Microsoft, or even
Wired. Even ancient forms will be bent. Farming, and trucking, plumbing, and other traditional occupations will continue, just as unicellular
life continues. But the economics of farmers and friends, in their own
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way, will obey the logic of networks, just as Microsoft does now.
We see evidence for that already. A farmer in America—the hero of
the agricultural economy—rides in a portable office on his tractor. It’s
air conditioned, has a phone, a satellite-driven GPS location device,
and sophisticated sensors near the ground. At home his computer is
connected to the never-ending stream of weather data, the worldwide
grain markets, his bank, moisture detectors in the soil, digitized maps,
and his own spreadsheets of cash flow. Yes, he gets dirt under his fingernails, but his manual labor takes place in the context of a network
economy.
Much the same can be said about truck drivers. While the experience of sitting behind a wheel remains unchanged, the new tools of
trucking—bar codes, radios, dispatch algorithms, route hubs, and even
roads themselves—all follow the logic of networks. Thus, the very sweat
of truckers as they manually load and unload heavy boxes becomes incorporated into the network economy.
Our economy is an amalgamation of diverse styles of trade, commerce, and social exchanges. New economic functions develop around
the operating old. Barter, one of the earliest forms of commerce, has
not gone away. The barter economy ran through the agricultural age, the
industrial age, and continues today. Indeed most of what happens on
the World Wide Web is barter. Even many years from now a significant
portion of what the economy does will be done by the industrial layers—machines churning out goods and moving materials. The old
economies will continue to operate profitably within the deep cortex of
the new economy.
Yet the inertia of the industrial age continues to mesmerize us. Between 1990 and 1996 the number of people making tangible things—
stuff you can drop on your toe—decreased by 1%, while the number
of people employed in providing “services” (intangibles) grew 15%.
Presently a mere 18% of U.S. employment is in manufacturing. But
three quarters of those 18% actually perform network economy jobs
while working for a manufacturing company. Instead of pushing atoms
they push bits around: accountants, researchers, designers, marketing, sales, lawyers, and all the rest who sit at a desk. Only a minuscule percentage of the workforce performs industrial age tasks, yet our
politics, our media, our funding, and our education continue the grand
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fantasy that industrial jobs need to be created. Within a generation,
two at the most, the number of people working in honest-to-goodness
manufacturing jobs will be no more than the number of farmers in the
land—less than a few percent. Far more than we realize it, the network
economy is pulling in everyone.
As the world of chips and glass fibers and wireless waves goes, so
goes the rest of the world.
In the face of history this bold assertion may seem naive. But every
once in a while something big and new does happen. It must have felt
that way to the home-craft Luddites who sensed that the industrial age
was not just about newfangled looms, but foreshadowed deep, systemic
changes with life-changing ramifications. Were they naive to think that
machines would ultimately transform the ancient and holy act of planting seeds and harvesting the grain? Of breeding cows? Of the structure
of communities?
“Listen to the technology,” advises Carver Mead, one of the inventors of the modern computer chip. “Find out what it is telling you.”
Following that lead, I have assembled these rules of thumb by asking
these questions: How do our tools shape our destiny? What kind of an
economy is our new technology suggesting?
Steel ingots and rivers of oil, smokestacks and factory lines, and
even tiny seeds and cud-chewing cows are all becoming enmeshed in
the world of smart chips and fast bandwidth, and sooner or later they
will begin to fully obey the new rules of the new economy, as everything
will. I’ve listened to the technology, and as best as I can determine, the
technology repeats ten distinct refrains, as premiered in the following
ten chapters.

1 EMBRACE THE SWARM
The Power of Decentralization

The atom is the icon of the 20th century. The atom whirls alone. It is
the metaphor for individuality. But the atom is the past. The symbol
for the next century is the net. The net has no center, no orbits, no certainty. It is an indefinite web of causes. The net is the archetype displayed to represent all circuits, all intelligence, all interdependence, all
things economic, social, or ecological, all communications, all democracy, all families, all large systems, almost all that we find interesting
and important. Whereas the atom represents clean simplicity, the net
channels messy complexity.
The net is our future.
Of all the endeavors we humans are now engaged in, perhaps the
grandest of them all is the steady weaving together of our lives, minds,
and artifacts into a global scale network. This great work has been going on for decades, but recently our ability to connect has accelerated.
Two brand-new technological achievements—the silicon chip and the
silicate glass fiber—have rammed together with incredible speed. Like
nuclear particles crashing together in a cyclotron, the intersection of
these two innovations has unleashed a never-before-seen force: the
power of a pervasive net. As this grand net spreads, an animated swarm
is reticulating the surface of the planet. We are clothing the globe with
a network society.
The dynamic of our society, and particularly our new economy,
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will increasingly obey the logic of networks. Understanding how
networks work will be the key to understanding how the economy
works.
Any network has two ingredients: nodes and connections. In the
grand network we are now assembling, the size of the nodes is collapsing while the quantity and quality of the connections are exploding.
These two physical realms, the collapsing microcosm of silicon and the
exploding telecosm of connections, form the matrix through which the
new economy of ideas flows.
A single silicon transistor today can only be seen in a microscope.
In a few years it will take a microscope to see an entire chip of transistors. As the size of silicon chips shrinks to the microscopic, their costs
shrink to the microscopic as well. In 1950 a transistor cost five dollars.
Today it costs one hundredth of a cent. In 2003 one transistor will cost
a microscopic nanocent. A chip with a billion transistors will eventually
cost only a few cents.
What this means is that chips are becoming cheap and tiny enough
to slip into every object we make. Eventually, every can of soup will have
a chip on its lid. Every light switch will contain a chip. Every book will
have a chip embedded in its spine. Every shirt will have at least one chip
sewn into its hem. Every item on a grocery shelf will have stuck to it, or
embedded within itself, a button of silicon. There are 10 trillion objects
manufactured in the world each year and the day will come when each
one of them will carry a flake of silicon.
This is not crazy, nor distant. Ten years ago the notion that all doors
in a building should contain a computer chip seemed ludicrous, but
now there is hardly a hotel door in the U.S. without a blinking, beeping
chip in its lock. These microscopic chips will be so cheap we’ll throw
them away. Thin slices of plastic known as smart cards now hold a
throwaway chip smart enough to be your banker. If National Semiconductor gets its way, soon every FedEx package will be stamped with a
disposable silicon flake that smartly tracks the contents of the package
on its journey. And if an ephemeral envelope can have a chip, so can
your chair, each bag of candy, a new coat, a basketball. Soon, all manufactured objects, from sneakers to drill presses to lamp shades to cans
of soda, will contain a tiny sliver of embedded thought.
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And why not?
Today the world is populated by 200 million computers. Andy Grove
of Intel happily estimates that we’ll see 500 million computers by 2002.
Yet for every expensive chip put into a beige computer box, there are
now 30 other cheap processors put into everyday things. The number
of noncomputer chips already pulsating in the world is 6 billion—one
chip for every human on Earth.
1970

1997

2020

6 Billion Chips

Chips in Objects

We are moving from crunching
to connecting. While the
number of computer chips is
rising, the number of chips in
objects other than computers is
rising faster.

Chips
in Computers

You already have a non-PC chip embedded in your car and stereo
and rice cooker and phone. These chips are dumb chips, with limited
ambitions. A chip in your car’s brakes doesn’t have to do floating-point
math, spreadsheets, or video processing; it only needs to brake like a
bulldog.
Because they have limited functions and can be produced in great
quantity, these dumb chips are ultracheap to make. One industry observer calculated that an embedded processor chip costs less to manufacture than a ball bearing. Since they can be stamped out as fast and
cheap as candy gumdrops, these chips are known in the trade as “jelly
beans.” Dumb, cheap jelly bean chips are invading the world far faster
than PCs did.
This is not surprising. You can only use one or two personal computers at a time, but the number of other objects in your life is almost
unlimited. First, we’ll put jelly bean chips into high-tech appliances,
then later into all tools, and then eventually into all objects. If current
rates continue there’ll be some 10 billion tiny grains of silicon chips
embedded into our environment by 2005.
Putting a dot of intelligence into every object we make at first gives
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us a billion dimwitted artifacts. But we are also, at the same time,
connecting these billion nodes, one by one.
We are connecting everything to everything.
There is something mysterious that happens when we take large
numbers of things that are fairly limited and connect them all together.
When we take the dumb chip in each cash register in a store and link
them into a swarm, we have something more than dumb. We have realtime buying patterns that can manage inventory. If we take the dumb
chips that already regulate the guts of an automobile engine, and let
them communicate an engine’s performance to the mechanic of a
trucking firm, those dumb chips can smartly cut expensive road repairs.
(Mercedes Benz recently announced it is planning to embed a web
server into its top-of-the-line model cars so technicians can spot service
problems remotely.) When connected into a swarm, small thoughts become smart.
When we permit any object to transmit a small amount of data and
to receive input from its neighborhood, we change an inert object into
an animated node.
It is not necessary that each connected object transmit much data.
A tiny chip plastered inside a water tank on an Australian ranch transmits only the telegraphic 2-bit message of whether the tank is FULL or
NOT. A chip attached to the ear of each steer on the same ranch beams
out his location in GPS numbers; nothing more. “I’m here, I’m here” it
tells the rancher’s log book; nothing more. The chip in the gate at the
end of the rancher’s road communicates only a single word, reporting
when it was last opened: “Tuesday.”
It does not take sophisticated infrastructure to transmit these dumb
bits. Stationary objects—parts of a building, tools on the factory floor,
fixed cameras—are wired together. The nonstationary rest—that is,
most manufactured objects—are linked by infrared and radio, creating
a wireless web vastly larger than the wired web. The same everyday frequencies that run garage door openers and TV remote controls will be
multiplied by the millions to carry the dumb messages of connected
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objects.
The glory of these connected crumbs is that they don’t need to be
individually sophisticated. They don’t need speech recognition, artificial
intelligence, or fancy expert systems. Instead, the network economy relies on the dumb power of bits linked together into a swarm.
Our brains tap into dumb power by clumping dumb neurons into
consciousness. The internet banks on dumb power by connecting
dumb personal computers. A personal computer is like a single brain
neuron in a plastic box. When linked by the telecosm into a neural network, these dumb PC nodes create that fabulous intelligence called the
World Wide Web.
Again and again we see the same dynamic at work in other domains:
Dumb cells in our body work together in a swarm to produce an incredibly smart immune system, a system so sophisticated we still do not
fully comprehend it.
Dumb parts, properly connected into a swarm, yield smart results.
A trillion dumb chips connected into a hive mind is the hardware.
The software that runs through it is the network economy. A planet
covered with hyperlinked chips is shrouded with waves of sensibility.
Millions of moisture sensors in the fields of farmers shoot up data,
hundreds of weather satellites beam down digitized images, thousands
of cash registers spit out bit streams, myriad hospital bedside monitors
trickle out signals, millions of web sites tally attention, and tens of millions of vehicles transmit their location code; all of this swirls into the
web. That matrix of signals is the net.
The net is not just humans typing at one another on AOL, although
that is a part of it and will be as long as seduction and flaming are
enjoyable. Rather, the net is the total collective interaction of a trillion
objects and living beings, linked together through air and glass.
This is the net that begets the network economy. According to MCI,
data traffic on the global phone system will soon overtake voice traffic. The current total volume of voice traffic is 1,000 times that of data,
but in three years that ratio will flip. ElectronicCast estimates data traffic—the talk of machines—will be ten times voice traffic by 2005. That
means that by 2001 most of the signals zipping around the Earth will
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be machines talking to machines—file transfers, data streams, and the
like. The network economy is already expanding to include new participants: agents, bots, objects, and servers, as well as several billion more
humans. We won’t wait for AI to make intelligent systems; we’ll do it
with the swarm power of ubiquitous computing and pervasive connections.
The surest way to smartness is through massive dumbness.
The surest way to advance massive connectionism is to exploit decentralized forces—to link the distributed bottom. How do you build a
better bridge? Let the parts talk to one another. How do you improve
lettuce farming? Let the soil speak to the farmer’s tractors. How do you
make aircraft safe? Let the airplanes communicate among themselves
and pick their own flight paths. This decentralized approach, known as
“free flight,” is a system the FAA is now trying to institute to increase
safety and reduce air-traffic bottlenecks at airports.
Mathematical problems which were once intractable for supercomputers have been solved by using a swarm of small PCs. A very
complex problem is broken up into tiny parts and distributed throughout the network. Likewise, vast research projects that would tax any one
institution can be distributed to an ad hoc network. The Tree of Life is a
worldwide taxonomic catalog of all living species on Earth administered
on the web. Such a project is beyond the capabilities of one person or
group. But a decentralized network can produce the necessary intelligence. Each local expert supplies their own data (on finches, or ferns or
jellyfish) to fill in some of the blanks. As Larry Keely of the Doblin Group
says, “No one is as smart as everyone.”
Any process, even the bulkiest, most physical process, can be tackled by bottom-up swarm thinking. Take, for example, the delivery of wet
cement in the less-than-digital economy of rural northern Mexico. Here
Cemex (Cementos Mexicanos) runs a ready-mix cement business that
is overwhelming its competitors and attracting worldwide interest. It
used to be that getting a load of cement delivered on time to a construction site in the Guadalajara region was close to a miracle. Traffic
delays, poor roads, contractors who weren’t ready when they said they
would be, all added up to an on-time delivery rate of less than 35%.
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In response, cement companies tried to enforce rigid advance reservations, which, when things went wrong (as they always did), only made
matters worse (“Sorry, we can’t reschedule you until next week.”).
Cemex transformed the cement business by promising to deliver
concrete faster than pizza. Using extensive networking technology—
GPS real-time location signals from every truck, massive telecommunications throughout the company, and full information available to
drivers and dispatchers, with the authority to act on it—the company
was able to promise that if your load was more than 10 minutes late,
you got a 20% discount.
Instead of rigidly trying to schedule everything ahead of time in an
environment of chaos, Cemex let the drivers themselves schedule deliveries ad hoc and in real time. The drivers formed a flock of trucks crisscrossing the town. If a contractor called in an order for 12 yards of mix,
the available truck closest to the site at that time would make the delivery. Dispatchers would ensure customer creditworthiness and guard
against omissions, but the agents in the field had permission and the
information they needed to schedule orders on the fly. Result: On-time
delivery rates reached about 98%, with less wastage of hardened cement, and much happier customers.
Similar thinking has been used in a GM paint plant in Fort Wayne,
Indiana. The wonderful choice of colors that customers now enjoy on
new vehicles was playing havoc on the paint line. When one car after
another is sprayed black, everything is easy. But when one car is red and
the next white, the painting process is slowed down as painting equipment is cleansed of one color to make it ready for the next. (The cleanout procedure also wastes paint left in the paint lines.) Why not gang
up all the white cars and do them together? Because ganging up slows
the line. A car has to be built and completed as it is ordered, as quickly
as possible. The solution embraces the swarm.
In the paint factory each robot painter (basically a dimwitted painting arm) is empowered to bid on a paint job. If it is currently painting
red and a car slated to be red is coming down the assembly line, it says,
“Let me do it,” and it beckons the car to its paint station. The robots
schedule their own work. They have very tiny brainlets, connected to
a server. No central brain coordinates; the schedule comes from the
swarm of mini-brains. The result: GM saves $1.5 million a year. The

